
I NEED HELP WRITING MY PERSONAL STATEMENT FOR LAW SCHOOL

Learn how to write a law school personal statement that dazzles the admissions committee. WANT HELP WITH YOUR
PERSONAL STATEMENT? .. After less than four minutes of waiting on the front lawn of my private.

He first invited me out into the garage when I was seven. I wanted to swim. So, I took to door-knocking for
Representative Edward Mitchell, knowing that the first impact I might have could be a political one. What
values and ideals does your life so far reflect, and what do those have to do with the kind of legal career you
hope to have? But, for financial reasons, college was not my long-dreamt-of exodus. So tell the story no one
else can tell. To drive this home further, every applicant has an interest in studying the law. If everyone can
come up with that ending, it might not be a good one. I want to attend Harvard to acquire the skills, legal
context and history, and education to do this work in my home. Whenever taxi drivers or waitresses asked
where I was from, noting that I spoke Chinese with too much of an accent to be native, I told them I was
American. What was the weather like? Third, consider ending on an image or with a call-back to where you
began the essay. Or could one of my fellow interns at the Goldman Sachs legal program have come up with
the same take? Another example, a Yale law school personal statement, this time from Teresa: November 1 is
my favorite day of the year. I know I will be a great lawyer and be a positive agent of change. As I loaded
more plates onto the barbell, I grew stronger mentally as well. This, though, was the kind of competition in
which everyone lost. Keep your essay focused on a particular theme, thesis, or even moment in time.
Remember that we have your resume, transcripts, and letters of recommendation. After a few minutes of
ignoring my questions, he said he arrested us for loitering. Victor knows that someone might read his
application and wonder about his seeming lack of focus. Other nights, she would turn off the TV, and speak to
me about tradition and history â€” recounting my ancestors, life during the Japanese regime, raising my dad
under martial law. Four years later, I joined a major corporation as a full-time legal analyst working directly
for the management team of one of its nascent commercial arms. In Chapel Hill, I loved long drives. It was the
healing I did there that left me ready to move on. Your personal statement should undergo several revisions
before submitting. It does not matter how talented you are with regard to writing, you need to edit, edit, edit;
revise, revise, revise. Good writing is writing that is easily understood. Tip 2: Research the law school inside
and out. Rewriting from scratch whatever you do keep rather than performing a simple copy-paste will ensure
you end up with one essay at the end, rather than two spliced together.


